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Deliberate Errors Promote Meaningful Learning

Sarah Shi Hui Wong and Stephen Wee Hun Lim
Department of Psychology, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, National University of Singapore

Our civilization recognizes that errors can be valuable learning opportunities, but for decades, they have widely
been avoided or, at best, allowed to occur as serendipitous accidents. The present research tested whether greater
learning success could paradoxically be achieved through making errors by intentional design, relative to tradi-
tional errorless learning methods. We show that deliberately committing and correcting errors even when one
knows the correct answers enhances learning—a counterintuitive phenomenon that we termed the derring effect.
Across two experiments (N = 160), learners engaged in open-book study of scientific expository texts and were
then tested on their retention and higher-order application of the material to analyze a novel news event.
Deliberate error commission and correction during study produced not only better recall performance, but also
superior knowledge application compared to two errorless study techniques that are popular among students and
educational researchers: copying with underlining, and elaborative studying with concept mapping (Experiment 1).
These learning benefits persisted even over generating alternative conceptually correct answers, revealing that the
derring effect is not merely attributable to generation or elaboration alone, but is unique to producing incorrect
responses (Experiment 2). Yet, learners were largely unaware of these advantages even after experiencing them.
Our results suggest that avoiding errors in learning may not always be most optimal. Rather, deliberate erring is a
powerful strategy to enhance meaningful learning. We discuss implications for educational practice in redesigning
conventional approaches to errors: To err is human; to deliberately err is divine.

Educational Impact and Implications Statement
Errors are ripe with learning opportunity, but have traditionally been avoided or simply allowed to occur spon-
taneously. Here, we provide evidence for the derring effect—deliberately committing and correcting errors
even when we know the correct answers enhances learning. Relative to popular errorless techniques such as
copying with underlining, concept mapping, and even generating alternative correct answers, deliberate erring
improved not only knowledge retention, but also higher-order application of learning. Yet, students were largely
unaware of these benefits. Deliberate erring is a powerful way of learning from failure for greater success.
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Sometimes the joins
are so exquisite

they say the potter
may have broken the cup
just so he could mend it.

—Chana Bloch, The Joins

In the traditional Japanese art of kintsugi, broken ceramics are
given a new lease of life by mending them with lacquer dusted
with gold—instead of being concealed, the cracks on the damaged
artifacts are illuminated with seams of gold and valued as part of
the objects’ unique history. Indeed, errors are inevitable in life.
However, while we may recognize the importance of learning
from our errors, this is often easier said than done.

Over many decades, errors have traditionally been viewed as
aversive events to be avoided at all costs in learning (Ausubel,
1968; Bandura, 1986; Skinner, 1958; Terrace, 1963)—an idea that
has become deeply entrenched in educational systems (Metcalfe,
2017) and organizations (Frese & Keith, 2015). Yet, a growing
body of research in cognitive and educational psychology has
challenged the utility of not actively engaging with errors in low-
stakes contexts since they can be valuable learning opportunities
when accompanied by corrective feedback (for reviews, see
Kapur, 2016; Metcalfe, 2017; Wong & Lim, 2019). If errors are
avoided entirely, then we also miss out on their potential benefits.
With such hurdles lining the road to learning from failure, how
can errors be strategically positioned to overcome the odds?
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Previous research on errors in educational and workplace con-
texts has focused almost exclusively on “naturalistic” or induced
errors that occur despite learners’ intentions to get things right,
such as when learners inadvertently respond incorrectly and are
unaware that they have erred until receiving feedback (Metcalfe &
Xu, 2018) or when learners do not know the correct answers but
make their best guess nevertheless (Kang et al., 2011; Kornell et
al., 2009). However, waiting for errors to occur spontaneously
does not allow for learning opportunities to be maximized. Rather,
to take full advantage of errors, one solution lies in strategically
redesigning them as systematic and intentional learning events.
The present research’s central premise is precisely this: Deliber-

ate erring enhances learning, even when one already knows the
correct answers. Whereas errors have typically been prevented or,
at best, permitted in learning as serendipitous accidents, actively
promoting errors by deliberately committing and correcting them
may, in fact, produce greater learning gains. In the following sec-
tions, we consider how errors have traditionally been approached
in education and how they can be optimally positioned to enhance
learning through deliberate intention.

Extant Approaches to Errors in Learning

Broadly, errors can be viewed as objectively incorrect responses
that may deviate from the correct ones in various ways (e.g., mis-
spellings, conceptual errors, procedural errors, etc.) and that may arise
from different approaches and intentions. In a recent review, Wong
and Lim (2019) proposed a Prevention–Permission–Promotion (3P)
framework whereby errors in learning can be broadly approached in
three ways: prevention (avoiding or observing errors), permission
(allowing errors), and promotion (inducing or guiding errors). Under
the error prevention approach, firsthand errors are avoided by pre-
venting learners from being exposed to them (e.g., by providing
learners only with correct information through worked examples and
solutions; for a review, see Atkinson et al., 2000) or by having learn-
ers observe others’ errors instead. Avoiding errors has been shown to
offer some benefits for novices (e.g., Sweller & Cooper, 1985) and in
relatively less complex tasks (e.g., Terrace, 1963). However, the
extent that error prevention benefits higher-order learning—a critical
component of education (for a discussion, see Agarwal, 2019)—
remains more tenuous. Indeed, extant research suggests that learners
may miss out on valuable opportunities to fully benefit from errors if
they do not actively commit them personally (Metcalfe & Xu, 2018),
while learning how to effectively manage errors when they eventually
do occur (Frese & Keith, 2015). Given that errors are bound to arise
organically during the learning process, it may be unrealistic and
even futile to attempt to prevent them entirely in educational
contexts.
The approach of error permission resolves this problem by pas-

sively allowing errors to occur when learners engage in active ex-
ploration during “discovery learning” (e.g., Alfieri et al., 2011;
Bruner, 1961). In other words, errors are neither prevented nor
encouraged, but are simply permitted to arise in naturalistic ways.
Allowing learners to commit errors firsthand has been found to
produce better learning than merely exposing them to others’
incorrect responses (Metcalfe & Xu, 2018). However, because of
the incidental and unpredictable nature of such errors, this
approach poses challenges for providing systematic feedback,
without which errors are unlikely to be spontaneously corrected

(Butler et al., 2008; for reviews on the importance of feedback for
learning, see also Black & Wiliam, 1998; Hattie & Timperley,
2007).

In turn, actively promoting errors involves greater intentionality
in eliciting learners’ errors. For instance, learners can be actively
induced to err through purposefully adding challenge to the learn-
ing task or withholding information from them (Lorenzet et al.,
2005), while forcing learners to generate guesses even when they
do not know the correct answers (e.g., Cyr & Anderson, 2015;
Kang et al., 2011; Kornell et al., 2009; Potts & Shanks, 2014).
Notably, “productive failure” involves purposefully delaying
instructional structure by having learners first engage in unscaf-
folded problem solving of complex and ill-structured problems
such that errors inevitably occur, before receiving instruction
(Kapur, 2008, 2016; Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012). Likewise, error
management training in workplace contexts involves active explo-
ration with minimal guidance, while explicitly encouraging learn-
ers to make errors (e.g., Frese & Altmann, 1989; Keith & Frese,
2005). Relative to allowing errors to occur spontaneously, induc-
ing errors may enable teachers to anticipate their students’ errors
and prepare appropriate feedback. However, successful uptake of
this feedback may be hampered when learners experience
increased frustration and reduced self-efficacy (or “emotional
backwash”; Pitt & Norton, 2017), particularly if they attribute their
errors to internal causes such as poor ability (Lorenzet et al.,
2005). Because failure hurts the ego, learners often disengage or
“tune out” from the task upon receiving negative feedback, conse-
quently learning less from their failures than successes (Eskreis-
Winkler & Fishbach, 2019).

Accordingly, an alternative means of promoting errors is to
guide learners into committing and correcting specific errors in a
structured manner (Lorenzet et al., 2005; Wong & Lim, 2019,
2021). In this way, ego concerns and negative emotional responses
can be minimized by allowing learners to veridically attribute their
errors to the learning approach rather than dispositional factors,
while enabling them to recognize incorrect responses and strat-
egies that should be avoided in the future. Besides featuring the
element of active, firsthand generation that has contributed to the
success of allowing errors (Metcalfe & Xu, 2018), guided errors
can be introduced and corrected more systematically in educa-
tional contexts such as students’ self-regulated learning, relative to
“naturalistic” errors.

Yet, empirical work on guiding learners into committing and
correcting errors remains curiously sparse, despite the potential of
this approach to enhance learning. Moreover, whereas a myriad of
causes may produce different types of errors such as accidental
slips, mistakes that arise from incorrect knowledge, and even
deliberate violations that intentionally deviate from socially appro-
priate practices (Reason, 1990), few studies have closely examined
learners’ intentions when erring. In particular, guiding learners to
deliberately err in low-stakes contexts may be a novel and system-
atic strategy that effectively harnesses the potential of errors to
optimize learning opportunities (Wong & Lim, 2021).

Learning From Deliberate Errors

Deliberately committing and correcting errors even when we al-
ready know the answers is a counterintuitive approach, especially
when held up against the traditional view that errors should be
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avoided since they may inhibit learning when they are ingrained
and reproduced in the future (e.g., Ausubel, 1968; Skinner, 1958).
Alternatively, one may expect that intentionally generating incor-
rect responses while being aware of the correct answers is super-
fluous, such that learning is neither impaired nor improved.
However, cognitive psychological principles suggest several

compelling reasons to expect that learning may actually profit
from deliberate erring. For one, deliberately generating errors may
enhance memory by making the encoding of subsequent correction
more effective (Hays et al., 2013; Kornell et al., 2009; Potts et al.,
2019; Potts & Shanks, 2014). For instance, a more distinctive and
memorable episodic trace may be fostered when the commission
of an error itself draws attention to the correction, as opposed to
having processed only correct information throughout (Metcalfe &
Huelser, 2020). It is also possible that exploring incorrect retrieval
routes during deliberate erring may ironically weaken and cull
those unproductive routes, thus boosting the relative retrieval
strength of the correct response (Kornell et al., 2009). Moreover,
the activation of associated concepts during error generation may
foster deeper elaborative encoding processes (Craik & Lockhart,
1972; Craik & Tulving, 1975), thereby forming a richer mental
network that facilitates subsequent retrieval (Huelser & Metcalfe,
2012; Kornell et al., 2009; Potts & Shanks, 2014). For instance,
errors may serve as useful semantic mediators or “stepping stones”
that cue or scaffold retrieval of the correct target (Cyr & Anderson,
2015). Taken together, these potential theoretical accounts moti-
vate the expectation that deliberate erring may, counterintuitively,
benefit learning more than traditional errorless techniques.

The Present Study

The overarching goal of the present research was to test the hy-
pothesis that guiding learners to deliberately commit and correct
errors even when they know the correct answers produces superior
learning than avoiding errors—a phenomenon that we termed the
derring effect (Wong & Lim, 2021). Importantly, learning does
not solely involve acquiring knowledge by remembering or under-
standing it, but also includes higher-order cognitive processes
such as meaningfully using or applying one’s knowledge in novel
situations (Bloom, 1956). For instance, after studying a lesson on
food allergies, a retention test might ask students to recall the bio-
logical processes involved in food allergies. In contrast, a higher-
order application test might present students with a novel case
study on an allergic reaction, and ask students to apply their
knowledge by developing predictions about the patient’s medical
history and proposing potential causes for the reported symptoms
to formulate a diagnosis. This latter test involves meaningful
learning, which has often been viewed as a crucial educational
goal (Mayer, 2002). As opposed to mere rote learning, meaningful
learning involves the construction of organized, coherent, and inte-
grated mental models that enable learners to successfully make
inferences and apply their knowledge when faced with new prob-
lems or learning situations (Mayer, 1984, 2002). Accordingly, we
examined the effects of deliberate erring on not only learners’
retention of knowledge, but also their ability to meaningfully
apply that knowledge.
In two experiments, we investigated the derring effect when

learners studied educationally relevant scientific expository texts
either by deliberately committing and correcting conceptual errors

or by engaging in traditional errorless learning techniques. For
generalizability of our findings, we adopted two scientific texts
that described complex phenomena in two knowledge domains—
geography (“volcanoes”) and medicine (“food allergies”). Each
text contained interrelated elements and ideas, thus constituting
relatively complex educational materials (for discussions, see Kar-
picke & Aue, 2015; Sweller, 2010). Learners studied the texts
under open-book conditions, similar to how students are typically
able to refer to their textbook or notes during their self-regulated
learning. Subsequently, learners were tested on their basic reten-
tion of the material, as well as their higher-order learning in a rela-
tively more complex educational task—applying the learned
information to analyze a novel news event. We also assessed
learners’ metacognitive knowledge about the effectiveness of
deliberate erring versus errorless learning, in light of research sug-
gesting that students are often unaware of the benefits of errors for
their test performance (e.g., Huelser & Metcalfe, 2012; Pan et al.,
2020; Yang et al., 2017), which has causal consequences for their
metacognitive control in selecting study strategies that are most
effective for their learning (Metcalfe & Finn, 2008; Thiede et al.,
2003).

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 tested the derring effect in learners’ knowledge
retention and higher-order application performance by comparing
deliberate erring against traditional errorless learning techniques.
Whereas previous error research has often pitted active errorful
learning against passive errorless learning methods such as reading
only (Huelser & Metcalfe, 2012; Kornell et al., 2009), we used
two active errorless learning controls that are popular among stu-
dents and educational researchers to dissociate the effects of delib-
erate erring from those of active learning (Freeman et al., 2014):
copying with underlining, and elaborative studying with concept
mapping.1

Underlining is a popular study strategy that students frequently
report adopting, alongside the functionally similar technique of
highlighting (Dunlosky et al., 2013), with a meta-analyzed self-
reported frequency of use of 53% (Miyatsu et al., 2018). The tech-
nique of underlining is relatively easy to use and has even been
spontaneously adopted by learners as young as those in the fifth
grade (Brown & Smiley, 1978). Learner-generated underlining has
been shown to benefit memory, particularly for marked compared
to unmarked information, across a variety of assessments such as
free-recall, short-answer, and fill-in-the-blank tests (Miyatsu et al.,
2018), although its efficacy for higher-order learning outcomes
such as inferencing remains questionable (Peterson, 1991). Pre-
sumably, underlining aids learning by encouraging elaborative
processing through the active selection of important text content

1 Other popular study techniques that students have routinely reported
adopting include rereading and flash cards (i.e., self-testing; retrieval
practice), with meta-analyzed frequencies of use of 78% and 55%,
respectively (Miyatsu et al., 2018). However, both of these techniques were
less suited as active errorless comparison methods in our study—rereading
is largely passive in nature despite being error-free, whereas the use of flash
cards inherently introduces naturalistic errors when learners inadvertently
recall incorrect information or fail to recall it during study, although
retrieval practice has been established as an effective learning technique for
retention (Dunlosky et al., 2013).
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(Dunlosky et al., 2013), such that learning benefits even without a
subsequent opportunity to review one’s underlined or marked text
(e.g., Fass & Schumacher, 1978; Kulhavy et al., 1975).
Likewise, the construction of concept maps—a type of graphic or-

ganizer with nodes representing key concepts and links representing
their relations—is a learning technique that has garnered significant in-
terest among educational researchers over decades (Nesbit & Adesope,
2006), with students also reporting preferences for using graphic
organizers in their learning (Wang et al., 2021). Concept mapping has
been viewed as an effective generative learning strategy because it pro-
motes elaborative processing when learners identify key conceptual
ideas, organize these ideas’ relations, and integrate the new informa-
tion with their prior knowledge by translating and structuring it in a
spatially arranged concept map (Fiorella & Mayer, 2016). Notably,
concept mapping has yielded moderate learning benefits over a range
of other instructional comparison conditions in increasing not only
knowledge retention, but also higher-order transfer or application of
learning (for meta-analyses, see Nesbit & Adesope, 2006; Schroeder et
al., 2018). For instance, the use of concept mapping to study educa-
tional texts has been found to produce greater gains on a test with
knowledge, comprehension, and application questions, relative to indi-
vidual study plus discussion (Chularut & DeBacker, 2004).
As illustrated here, both copying with underlining and concept

mapping have been viewed to involve one or more of the three pri-
mary cognitive processes that have been proposed to be vital for
meaningful learning in Mayer’s (1996) Select–Organize–Integrate
(SOI) model: selecting relevant information, organizing the selected
information into a coherent structure, and integrating the constructed
knowledge with one’s existing knowledge in long-term memory.
Specifically, copying with underlining involves selecting specific in-
formation from the text, whereas concept mapping involves selecting,
organizing, and integrating information when representing it visually
and spatially. Hence, both errorless learning techniques served as
potentially strong contenders in boosting meaningful learning in our
study, although we expected that concept mapping would be rela-
tively more effective than copying with underlining due to its genera-
tive—organizing and integrating—components, which we examined
by scoring the structural complexity of learners’ concept maps
(Novak & Gowin, 1984).
Accordingly, Experiment 1 pitted the novel strategy of deliberate

error commission and correction against both errorless learning meth-
ods. In addition, we assessed learners’metacognitive awareness about
each method’s effectiveness before and after being tested.

Method

Participants

The participants were 120 undergraduate students (87 were
female) between the ages of 18 and 28 (M = 20.18, SD = 1.64)
from the National University of Singapore. The target sample size
was determined based on the average effect size of learning by
constructing concept maps (g = 0.72) reported in Schroeder et al.’s
(2018) meta-analysis of 142 independent effect sizes. A power
analysis (G*Power; Faul et al., 2007) indicated that at least 32 par-
ticipants per condition would afford 80% power in the present
study to detect a concept-mapping effect for two-tailed between-
subjects pairwise comparisons using an alpha of .05.

In both experiments, all participants reported English as their
first language and received either course credit or cash reimburse-
ment for their participation. Both experiments received and were
conducted with ethics approval from the National University of
Singapore’s institutional review board, and all participants granted
their written informed consent.

Design

The primary between-subjects factor of interest was learning
method: copy versus concept-map versus concept-error (deliberate err-
ing). For control purposes, we included study text (“volcanoes” vs.
“food allergies”) as a second between-subjects factor to ensure that
effects, if any, persisted across text topics. The dependent variables
were participants’ scores on an application test and free-recall test.

Materials

Educational Texts. The study texts were two expository pas-
sages that described complex phenomena in geography (“volca-
noes”) and medicine (“food allergies”). Both study texts were
adapted from Griffin et al. (2019) and were trimmed to each con-
tain exactly 310 words. Each study text was arranged in four para-
graphs and comprised 20 sentences. For scoring purposes, we
identified 40 idea units in each study text. The study texts had
Flesch-Kincaid grade levels of 11 and 12, respectively, and Flesch
reading ease scores of 42 and 34. Both study texts are available in
the online supplemental materials.

In addition, a brief 42-word (four-sentence) paragraph served as
the practice text. The practice text was on a topic (“muscle tissue”;
adapted from Karpicke & Blunt, 2011b) that did not relate to ei-
ther of the critical study texts.

News Articles. For the application test, we constructed two
news article excerpts corresponding to the study texts on “volca-
noes” and “food allergies,” respectively. Both news articles briefly
described actual historical events—the 1980 eruption of Mount St.
Helens volcano versus an incident of a young boy, Braxton Ong,
who suffered a life-threatening allergic reaction—and were written
based on the corresponding news reports from The New York
Times and The Straits Times, respectively. The news articles were
each 118 words in length and arranged in three paragraphs. They
were designed to closely resemble actual news reports with a
headline, a subheading, and an accompanying photo. Both news
articles are available in the online supplemental materials.

English Language Proficiency Test. As a potential covariate,
we assessed participants’ English language proficiency through 10
questions adapted from the verbal reasoning section of the Graduate
Record Examinations (GRE). The maximum possible score was 10.

Procedure

Prior to attending the experiment, participants completed the
English language proficiency test via an online questionnaire.
Upon their arrival at the laboratory, participants sat at individual
computer cubicles and were told that they would be studying a
given text, with the expectation that they would later be tested on
the material. The specific nature of the tests was not divulged. Par-
ticipants were randomly assigned to the copy, concept-map, or
concept-error condition. Within each learning condition, half of
the participants were randomly allocated to study the “volcanoes”
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text, whereas the other half studied the “food allergies” text. There
were three experimental phases: practice, studying, and test.
Practice Phase. Participants were first introduced to the learn-

ing method that they had been randomly assigned to and practiced
using the method to study the practice text. In the copy condition,
participants wrote down the text exactly as it was presented. They
were also instructed to identify and underline the key concepts in
each sentence. As an illustration, for the training example “Bats
are mammals that fly,” a sample response was “Bats are mammals
that fly.” Underlining the key concepts was intended to be behav-
iorally comparable to the act of striking out—drawing a line
across—one’s deliberate errors in the concept-error condition.
In the concept-map condition, participants were instructed to cre-

ate a concept map of the concepts in the text. The characteristics of
concept maps (e.g., representing concepts in nodes and showing
their relations with links) were explained to participants, alongside
examples of well-constructed concept maps (adapted from Novak,
2005). Participants were also told to ensure that the information
from each sentence in the text had been represented in their concept
map. This ensured that participants fully processed the text in its en-
tirety, rather than studying a mere fraction of it if they so happened
to select only a few concepts to be included in their map.
In the concept-error condition, participants deliberately erred by

writing down each sentence in the text such that it contained a
plausible conceptual error (i.e., an error in understanding or inter-
preting a concept), before striking out this error and correcting it
by writing down the actual concept exactly as it was presented in
the text. For instance, a sample response for the training example
was “Bats are birds (mammals) that fly.” During the practice
phase, participants were provided with examples of good
responses that were considered conceptually wrong versus poor
responses that were conceptually correct but merely erroneous in
other ways (e.g., “Batz are mammals that fly” is conceptually cor-
rect but merely involves a spelling error). In line with previous
research on incorrect guessing (Kang et al., 2011) and competitive
incorrect responses (Little & Bjork, 2015), participants were
encouraged to deliberately make plausible conceptual errors—
responses that were objectively wrong but that were believable.
For instance, “Bats are birds that fly” is a relatively more plausible
conceptual error than “Bats are humans that fly.”
Studying Phase. After completing the practice phase, partici-

pants were given 1.5 min to read a printed handout of the study
text (either “volcanoes” or “food allergies”). Pilot testing indicated
that this time duration was sufficient for participants to comfort-
ably read through the whole text. Following which, participants
were provided with a blank sheet of paper and were given 25 min
to study the text using the learning method that they had been ran-
domly assigned—to copy the full text and underline its key con-
cepts, construct a hand-drawn concept map of the text, or write the
full text while deliberately erring. Taking the statement “Magmas
that are low in silica tend to be very fluid” from the “volcanoes”
text as an example, a sample response in the copy condition was
“Magmas that are low in silica tend to be very fluid.” In the con-
cept-map condition, a sample response was to represent “magma,”
“silica,” and “fluid” in nodes and to hierarchically organize them
via links to depict their relations, while further connecting these
nodes to other related key concepts from the text. In the concept-
error condition, a sample response was “Magmas that are low in
silica tend to be very viscous (fluid).” Participants were also told

that if they finished before the time limit was up, they should
spend the remaining time reviewing their response to ensure that
they had included all sentences from the text. Thus, the total study-
ing duration was identical across all three learning conditions.

Next, participants responded to a three-item questionnaire. They (a)
made a judgment of learning (JOL) on an 11-point scale from 0% to
100% to predict how much of the material from the study text they
would remember later, (b) rated the extent to which the study text was
understandable (1 = not at all; 7 = extremely), and (c) indicated how
well they knew the subject matter covered in the study text prior to
reading it (1 = not very well; 7 = very well).

Test Phase. Participants then completed a brief distractor task
before undergoing an application test followed by a free-recall
test.2 Participants completed both tests without referring to the
study text. In the application test, participants were presented with
the news article on the same topic as the text that they had earlier
studied and were asked to write down their response to the follow-
ing prompt:

Analyze the event reported in the news article: Applying what you have
learned from the prose passage that you studied earlier, (a) what might be
[the formation history of Mount St. Helens volcano]/[the medical history
of Braxton Ong], and (b) the causes of [its major eruption]/[his serious al-
lergic reaction]? Please answer in as much detail as possible.

In the free-recall test, participants wrote down in any order as
much as they could remember from the study text. No time limit
was imposed for both tests. Finally, participants rated the effec-
tiveness of their respective learning method in helping them learn
the study text on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all; 7 = extremely).
Participants were then debriefed and thanked.

Results

Scoring

Participants’ application test responses were scored by awarding
1 point for each idea unit from the study text that, crucially, had
been correctly applied to analyze the specific news event. That is,
participants’ responses had to effectively answer the specific appli-
cation question within the context of the news event to be awarded
points; idea units that were erroneously or ineffectively applied
were not awarded points, even if they were correctly recalled. For
example, for the “volcanoes” text, responses suggesting that
Mount St. Helens volcano could have been formed by an oceanic-
continental or oceanic-oceanic plate convergence would earn 1
point each, with further points awarded for appropriate explana-
tions of the particular plate tectonics processes that could specifi-
cally have caused Mount St. Helens volcano’s formation and
major eruption. However, a response that incorrectly suggested a
continental-continental plate convergence would not earn any

2 The application test was administered first because learners’
performance on this meaningful learning outcome was of relatively greater
theoretical interest in the present study. It should be noted, however, that
taking an initial test can serve as a learning event that produces
downstream effects on later performance (e.g., Karpicke & Blunt, 2011b),
although some evidence also suggests that completing an initial higher-
order test may not necessarily benefit subsequent factual test performance,
and vice versa (Agarwal, 2019).
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points since such convergences form mountains instead. Likewise,
for the “food allergies” text, responses that simply narrated the bi-
ological processes involved in food allergies without clearly
explaining how these processes could have led to the symptoms
that Braxton Ong displayed, as well as why his allergic reaction
manifested specifically after he had eaten buckwheat noodles and
oranges, would not be successful in earning points.
For the free-recall test, participants’ responses were scored based

on the total number of idea units from the study text that they cor-
rectly recalled. The maximum possible score was 40. Two raters in-
dependently scored both the application and free-recall tests for 30 of
the 120 scripts. Interrater reliability was high, intraclass correlation
(ICC) = .996, 95% CI [.992, .998], based on a two-way random-
effects model. Discrepancies were reviewed and resolved through
discussion to reach 100% agreement. Given the high interrater reli-
ability, the remaining scripts were scored by one rater.
In addition, as a proxy for the extent that learners in the con-

cept-mapping condition had engaged in generative processing
(Fiorella & Mayer, 2016), we assessed their concept maps for
structural complexity based on the scoring system proposed in
Novak and Gowin’s (1984) first introduction of concept maps.
This system has been considered a relatively objective measure
that quantitively analyzes concept maps for their level of
knowledge structure complexity (for a review, see de Ries et
al., 2021), with point values assigned to each structural charac-
teristic based on Novak and Gowin’s (1984) assessment of its
relative importance: (a) propositions (the number of meaning-
ful, valid links between concepts; 1 point each), (b) hierarchy
(the number of hierarchical levels in the concept map ranging
from more to less general concepts; 5 points for each valid level
of the hierarchy), and (c) crosslinks (the number of meaningful,
valid connections across distinct segments of the concept hier-
archy; 10 points each).3 Summing the number of points across
all three scoring criteria further yielded a composite structural
complexity score for each concept map. Collectively, these cri-
teria provided a measure of generative processing that has been
viewed as essential for meaningful learning (Fiorella & Mayer,
2016; Mayer, 1996). For instance, when constructing proposi-
tional linkages and hierarchy levels in a concept map, learners
must select and organize relevant concepts in the study text
while differentiating among more general concepts versus their
subordinate ones, whereas the creation of novel crosslinks
between sets of concepts that might otherwise be viewed as in-
dependent suggests learners’ integrative reconciliation of con-
cepts (Novak & Gowin, 1984).

Preliminary Analyses

Prior Knowledge, English Proficiency, and Text
Understandability. We ascertained that learners possessed min-
imal familiarity with the study texts. Indeed, participants reported
low prior knowledge of the study material overall, with no signifi-
cant differences across the copy (M = 2.80, SD = 1.49), concept-
map (M = 2.67, SD = 1.53), and concept-error (M = 3.25, SD =
1.72) conditions, F(2, 117) = 1.46, p = .24, hp

2 = .02. In addition,
the three learning groups did not differ in their English language
proficiency, F(2, 117) = 1.52, p = .22, hp

2 = .03, and ratings of text
understandability, F(2, 117) = 0.61, p = .55, hp

2 = .01. Table 1
shows the means and standard deviations.

Structural Complexity of Concept Maps. Analyses of the
structural complexity of learners’ concept maps revealed that they
contained an average of 30.85 propositions (SD = 8.06), 4.63 hierar-
chy levels (SD = 1.33), and 0.50 crosslinks (SD = 0.68). The compos-
ite structural complexity scores of learners’ concept maps (M =
58.97, SD = 14.10) positively and significantly correlated with their
performance on both the recall test, r(38) = .53, p , .001, and appli-
cation test, r(38) = .32, p = .041. Exploring the relations between
each structural characteristic and learners’ test performance, we found
that recall test performance in the concept-mapping condition signifi-
cantly correlated with the number of propositions and hierarchy levels
in learners’ maps, r(38) = .37 and .45, p = .02 and .003, respectively,
but not the number of crosslinks, r(38) = .23, p = .16. Conversely,
learners’ application test performance significantly correlated with
the number of crosslinks in their maps, r(38) = .43, p = .005, but not
the number of propositions or hierarchy levels, r(38) = .06 and .17,
p = .72 and .29, respectively. These correlational patterns suggest that
the recall test was more closely associated with organization proc-
esses in constructing propositional linkages and hierarchy levels in
one’s concept map, whereas the application test was more closely
related to higher-order integration processes in creating novel cross-
links among concepts.

Main Analyses

Application Test Performance. To analyze participants’ appli-
cation test performance across learning conditions, we conducted a

Table 1
Mean Questionnaire Scores and Metacognitive Judgments in Experiment 1

Copy Concept-map Concept-error

Variable M SD M SD M SD

English proficiency (GRE) 3.55 1.47 3.93 1.69 4.20 1.84
Text understandability 5.45 1.06 5.15 1.51 5.38 1.19
Prior knowledge of text content 2.80 1.49 2.67 1.53 3.25 1.72
Judgment of learning 60.50 17.09 55.50 16.48 58.00 18.00
Method effectiveness 4.35 1.42 4.85 1.21 4.33 1.31

Note. N = 120. GRE = Graduate Record Examinations.

3 Although Novak and Gowin (1984) proposed that the number of
examples (i.e., specific events or objects that are valid instances of the
concepts; scored as 1 point each) in learners’ concept maps can be included
as a fourth scoring criterion, they also considered such examples as “less
indicative of meaningful learning” (p. 107). Hence, we focused on the
propositions, hierarchy, and crosslinks in learners’ concept maps in view of
their particular pertinence for meaningful learning processes.
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two-way between-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA) with learn-
ing method and study text as the independent variables. As predicted,
there was a significant main effect of learning method, F(2, 114) =
7.17, p = .001, hp

2 = .11. Participants in the concept-error condition
(M = 9.73, SD = 4.10) outperformed those in the copy (M = 6.48,
SD = 4.36) and concept-map (M = 6.95, SD = 3.83) conditions in
applying the material they had learned from the study text to ana-
lyze the news event, p = .001 and .003, d = 0.77 and 0.70, respec-
tively. Participants in the copy and concept-map conditions did not
differ in their application test performance, p = .61, d = 0.11. Mean
application performance as a function of learning condition appears
graphically in Figure 1A. There was neither a significant main
effect of study text, F(1, 114) = 0.28, p = .60, hp

2 = .002, nor a sig-
nificant Learning Method 3 Study Text interaction, F(2, 114) =
0.13, p = .88, hp

2 = .002, indicating that the advantage of deliberate
erring over copying and concept mapping persisted across both the
“volcanoes” and “food allergies” study texts.
Recall Test Performance. Likewise, participants’ recall test

performance significantly differed across the three learning condi-
tions, F(2, 114) = 6.64, p = .002, hp

2 = .10. Deliberate erring (M =
18.58, SD = 6.48) led to better knowledge retention than the copy
(M = 13.13, SD = 7.96) and concept-map (M = 14.95, SD = 7.01)
conditions, p = .001 and .02, d = 0.75 and 0.54, respectively. The
copy and concept-map conditions did not significantly differ, p =
.23, d = 0.24. Mean recall performance as a function of learning
condition is presented in Figure 1B. There was a significant main
effect of study text whereby participants recalled more idea units
overall from the “volcanoes” (M = 17.98, SD = 7.47) than “food
allergies” (M = 13.12, SD = 6.69) text, F(1, 114) = 15.33, p ,
.001, hp

2 = .12. Importantly, however, there was no Learning
Method 3 Study Text interaction, F(2, 114) = 0.32, p = .73, hp

2 =
.006, indicating that the recall advantage of deliberate erring over
the errorless conditions held reliably across both study texts.
Metacognitive Judgments. In contrast to their test perform-

ance, participants’ JOLs and perceived effectiveness ratings of the
learning methods (solicited before and after the tests, respectively)
did not differ across learning conditions, F(2, 117) = 0.85, p = .43,
hp
2 = .01, and F(2, 117) = 2.02, p = .14, hp

2 = .03, respectively. Ta-
ble 1 shows the means and standard deviations of participants’
metacognitive judgments. This suggests that participants had little
metacognitive knowledge that deliberate erring had been helpful
for their learning at the end of the studying phase and even after
its benefits on the tests were obtained. Figure 1C displays partici-
pants’ JOLs across learning conditions.

Discussion

Relative to both errorless learning techniques of copying with
underlining and elaborative studying with concept mapping, deliber-
ately committing and correcting errors produced superior recall per-
formance and, importantly, also enhanced students’ meaningful
learning in applying their knowledge to analyze a novel news event.
Taken together, our findings in Experiment 1 provide evidence for
the derring effect in both knowledge retention and higher-order appli-
cation, although learners’ metacognitive judgments revealed that they
were largely not cognizant of these benefits.
Interestingly, concept mapping did not offer a learning advantage

over copying with underlining (e.g., Karpicke & Blunt, 2011b).
Although concept mapping has been proposed to be a relatively

intuitive technique that can be learned with minimal training within a
duration as brief as 10–20 min (e.g., Hay et al., 2008; for a discus-
sion, see Karpicke & Blunt, 2011a), it is possible that its benefits
may be more robust when learners are provided with more extensive
training to construct higher-quality maps (Fiorella & Mayer, 2016).
For instance, in the case of Chularut and DeBacker’s (2004) concept-
mapping group that showed greater learning gains than an individ-
ual-study-plus-discussion group, learners underwent a 60-min initial
session in which they received instruction and practice on concept
mapping, and were further given feedback on their concept maps in
four subsequent 60-min sessions. However, it should be noted that
evidence from randomized controlled experiments for the need for
extensive training on concept mapping currently appears to be lack-
ing; improvements in students’ concept maps over time do not neces-
sarily mean that training is a prerequisite for concept mapping to be
effective (Karpicke & Blunt, 2011a). Moreover, from a practical
standpoint, tedious and time-consuming training or map-building
processes may lead students to lose interest in this technique (Fiorella
& Mayer, 2016). Crucially, this simultaneously implies that deliber-
ate erring is a relatively efficient learning strategy, given that students
in our study did not require extensive training to benefit from it on
both measures of knowledge retention and application.

Experiment 2

Experiment 2 aimed to replicate Experiment 1’s findings and to
further explicate the derring effect. Specifically, we sought to
show that neither generation nor elaboration explained the learning
benefits of deliberate erring. Cognitive psychology research has
demonstrated that information is often remembered better when it
has been actively generated rather than passively read (i.e., the
generation effect; Bertsch et al., 2007; Jacoby, 1978; Slamecka &
Graf, 1978) and when it has been elaborated on through the addi-
tion of meaning (Craik & Tulving, 1975; Levin, 1988; Pressley et
al., 1987, 1992). In Experiment 1, deliberate erring involved gen-
erating incorrect elaborations of what the concepts in the text were
not, whereas both copying with underlining and concept mapping
did not induce such processes. Accordingly, it is possible that the
superior performance in Experiment 1’s concept-error condition
arose from a generation or an elaboration benefit, rather than from
deliberate erring per se.

To foreclose these accounts, Experiment 2 employed an even more
rigorous errorless concept-synonym control that was experimentally
identical to the concept-error condition except that learners actively
generated conceptual synonyms—correct elaborations of what else
the concepts in the text meant. As a proxy for the elaboration that
learners engaged in, we assessed the text length of the study
responses that they generated (e.g., Daley & Rawson, 2019) across
both the concept-synonym and concept-error conditions.

From an applied perspective, the concept-synonym condition
resembles the learning technique of paraphrasing during note taking,
which is a popular study strategy among students with a meta-ana-
lyzed frequency of use of 30% (Miyatsu et al., 2018). Drawing on
one’s prior knowledge to paraphrase to-be-learned material in one’s
own words encourages greater depth of elaborative processing that
is crucial for effective note taking, and is a generative technique that
has been widely viewed to produce higher-quality notes than verba-
tim copying or transcribing (Jansen et al., 2017; Kiewra, 1985,
1989; Miyatsu et al., 2018; Wittrock, 1989). Indeed, paraphrasing
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textual information has been shown to enhance retention, relative to
reading only, reading for recognition of particular types of state-
ments in the text, or selecting and listing keywords (Glover et al.,
1981). Besides boosting retention, the learning advantages of para-
phrasing extend to test questions that require integrating a combina-
tion of facts from the studied text, for which paraphrasing has been
found to produce better performance than reading only, searching
for capital letters, or extracting and copying main ideas verbatim,
while being as effective as writing a summary (Bretzing & Kulhavy,
1979).

Accordingly, by directly pitting the concept-error method against
the concept-synonym method, Experiment 2 enabled a head-to-head
empirical comparison of generating incorrect versus correct elabora-
tions of the study material. If deliberately committing and correcting
errors prevails even over generating alternative correct answers, then
this result would provide further compelling evidence for the derring
effect, while suggesting that it cannot be merely attributed to a genera-
tion or an elaboration benefit alone. That is, simply generating any
novel (correct) elaboration is insufficient—rather, one must specifi-
cally produce an incorrect response to reap meaningful learning gains.

Concurrently, to examine the relative effectiveness of both learning
methods for each individual learner, Experiment 2 used a within-sub-
jects design. This enabled us to determine the number of students who
benefited more from deliberate erring than generating conceptual syno-
nyms, versus the number of students who showed the opposite pattern,
versus the number of students who showed no difference across both
learning methods. In addition, this design allowed us to examine
whether learners would exhibit greater metacognitive awareness of the
benefits of deliberate erring after having the opportunity to personally
experience the effects of both the concept-synonym and concept-error
methods for their test performance.

Method

Participants

The participants were 40 undergraduate students (32 were
female) between the ages of 19 and 28 (M = 20.90, SD = 1.89)
from the National University of Singapore. A power analysis
(G*Power; Faul et al., 2007) indicated that at least 34 participants
would afford 80% power at a = .05 to detect a moderate within-
subjects effect (d = 0.50) similar to the most conservative effect
size that we observed in Experiment 1 between the concept-error
and concept-map conditions on the recall test.

Design

The single within-subjects factor of interest was learning method:
concept-synonym (errorless generation and elaboration) versus con-
cept-error (deliberate erring). As in Experiment 1, the dependent varia-
bles were participants’ application and recall test scores.

Materials

The materials were identical to those in Experiment 1, with one
exception. Specifically, two practice texts were used, each comprising
of 29 words (three sentences). Adapted from Karpicke and Blunt
(2011b), the practice texts were on “muscle tissue” (as in Experiment
1) and “the human ear,” both of which were not related to the critical
study texts on “volcanoes” and “food allergies.”

Procedure

As in Experiment 1, prior to attending the experiment, partic-
ipants completed an online questionnaire that assessed their
English language proficiency. Upon arriving at the laboratory,
participants underwent three experimental phases: practice,
studying, and test.

Practice Phase. Participants were first introduced to the con-
cept-synonym and concept-error methods, and practiced using
each method to study the practice texts. In the concept-synonym

Figure 1
Results of Experiment 1

Note. Panels A and B show the mean application test and recall test
scores, respectively. The maximum possible score for the recall test was
40. Panel C shows the proportion of information that participants pre-
dicted they would remember on the final test (i.e., their metacognitive
judgments of learning [JOLs]). Error bars indicate standard errors.
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condition, participants elaborated on the text by writing down each
sentence such that it contained a conceptual synonym (i.e., an al-
ternative word or phrase with the same meaning as the actual con-
cept), before underlining this synonym and writing down the
actual concept exactly as it was presented in the text. As an illus-
tration, for the training example “Bats are mammals that fly,” a
sample response was “Bats are warm-blooded animals with fur
(mammals) that fly.”
The concept-error condition was the same as that in Experiment 1.

Participants deliberately erred by writing down each sentence in the text
such that it contained a plausible conceptual error, before striking out
this error and correcting it by writing down the actual concept exactly
as it was presented in the text. For instance, a sample response for the
training example was “Bats are birds (mammals) that fly”.
Studying and Test Phases. After completing the practice tri-

als, participants began the studying phase. Taking the statement
“Magmas that are low in silica tend to be very fluid” from the
“volcanoes” text as an example, a sample response in the concept-
synonym condition was “Magmas that are low in silica tend to
flow very easily like liquid (be very fluid),” whereas a sample
response in the concept-error condition was “Magmas that are low
in silica tend to be very viscous (fluid).” The order in which partic-
ipants went through the concept-synonym and concept-error con-
ditions was counterbalanced, as was the pairing of learning
conditions and study texts. In both conditions, participants were
first given 1.5 min to read the given text before using the specified
learning method to study the text for 25 min. Thus, the total study-
ing duration was exactly matched across both conditions. At the
end of the 25-min period, participants completed the same three-
item questionnaire used in Experiment 1—they made a JOL, rated
the understandability of the study text, and indicated their prior
knowledge of the text content. The same procedure was then
repeated for the second learning condition.
After studying both texts, participants were allowed to take a

brief, self-paced break before undergoing the test phase, which
was identical to that in Experiment 1 except that participants now
completed four tests—an application test and free-recall test for
each of the two study texts. The four tests were blocked by learn-
ing condition and were administered in the same order that partici-
pants had studied both texts, with the application test preceding
the free-recall test for each condition. Finally, after completing all
tests, participants rated the effectiveness of each learning method
on a 7-point scale (1 = not at all; 7 = extremely).

Results

Scoring

The application and free-recall tests were scored in the same
manner as in Experiment 1. Two raters independently scored 12 of
the 40 scripts. Interrater reliability was high, ICC = .994, 95% CI
[.988, .997], based on a two-way random-effects model. Discrep-
ancies were reviewed and resolved through discussion to yield
100% agreement. Given the high interrater reliability, the remain-
ing scripts were scored by one rater.

Preliminary Analyses

Prior Knowledge, English Proficiency, and Text
Understandability. Participants’ mean GRE score was 3.38

(SD = 1.96). As in Experiment 1, participants reported low prior
knowledge of the study texts on overall, with no significant differ-
ence between the concept-synonym (M = 2.45, SD = 1.52) and
concept-error (M = 3.03, SD = 1.56) conditions, t(39) = �1.71, p =
.10, 95% CI [�1.25, 0.10]. In addition, participants’ ratings of the
study texts’ understandability did not significantly differ across the
concept-synonym (M = 4.65, SD = 1.46) and concept-error (M =
5.00, SD = 1.28) conditions, t(39) = �1.36, p = .18, 95% CI
[�0.87, 0.17].

Length of Elaborations. As a proxy for the elaboration that
participants engaged in, we scored and analyzed the word count of
their study responses across both learning conditions (e.g., Daley
& Rawson, 2019). A paired-samples t test revealed that partici-
pants wrote significantly longer elaborations when generating con-
ceptual synonyms (M = 346.45, SD = 20.04) than conceptual
errors (M = 337.95, SD = 15.14), t(39) = 2.65, p = .01, d = 0.42,
95% CI [2.01, 14.99].

Main Analyses

Application Test Performance. As predicted, the concept-
error method produced superior application test performance than
the concept-synonym method, t(39) = �2.89, p = .006, d = 0.46,
95% CI [�3.10, �0.55]. Relative to elaborating on the text by
generating correct conceptual synonyms (M = 4.05, SD = 3.28),
deliberate erring (M = 5.88, SD = 3.91) enhanced learners’ per-
formance in applying the material to analyze a novel news event
(Figure 2A).

Recall Test Performance. Participants recalled significantly
more idea units from the study text in the concept-error (M =
10.88, SD = 6.47) condition than the concept-synonym (M = 7.88,
SD = 6.42) condition, t(39) = �3.24, p = .002, d = 0.51, 95% CI
[�4.87, �1.13]. Thus, deliberate erring yielded a recall advantage
over errorless generation of conceptual synonyms (Figure 2B).

Metacognitive Judgments. Yet, in contrast to their actual test
performance, participants’ JOLs revealed that they inaccurately
predicted no difference in their learning across the concept-syno-
nym (M = 48.50, SD = 21.79) and concept-error (M = 51.25, SD =
21.86) conditions, t(39) = �0.89, p = .38, 95% CI [�9.02, 3.52].
Figure 2C shows participants’ JOLs across learning conditions.
Even after experiencing the benefits of deliberate erring for their
test performance, learners rated both the concept-synonym (M =
4.25, SD = 1.55) and concept-error (M = 4.25, SD = 1.41) methods
as similarly effective, t(39) = 0.00, p = 1.00, 95% CI [�0.62,
0.62].

We further examined the predicted and actual effectiveness
of the concept-error versus concept-synonym methods for each
individual learner. Table 2 shows the number of participants
who actually performed better after deliberate erring than gen-
erating correct conceptual synonyms, the number who showed
the opposite pattern, and the number who performed equiva-
lently across both learning conditions. For each of these three
outcomes, Table 2 also displays the number of participants
who made the corresponding pretest metacognitive predictions
(JOLs) and posttest metacognitive judgments (effectiveness
ratings). Overall, 26 out of 40 learners (65%) benefited more
from the concept-error than concept-synonym method on the
application and recall tests. Yet, 22 out of 40 learners (55%)
predicted that the concept-synonym method would be just as
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effective or even more effective than the concept-error
method, as indicated by their JOLs. This metacognitive illu-
sion persisted even after the tests, whereby 25 out of 40 learn-
ers (63%) rated the concept-synonym method as just as
effective or even more effective than the concept-error method
for their test performance. In sum, students tended to fail to
predict or realize that deliberate erring would benefit their
learning more than generating conceptual synonyms, when it
actually did.

Discussion

The derring effect reliably emerged in Experiment 2. Extending
our findings in Experiment 1, deliberately committing and correct-
ing errors produced superior retention and higher-order application
performance even over generating conceptual synonyms. In view
that both learning techniques similarly involved generating elabo-
rations, and that learners in fact wrote significantly longer elabora-
tions when producing conceptual synonyms than errors, this result
suggests that the derring effect cannot be parsimoniously explained
by generation or elaboration processes alone. Rather, the learning
benefits observed are specific to having first deliberately produced
an incorrect, but not a correct, response.

Yet, replicating Experiment 1’s findings, there was a discon-
nect between learners’ metacognitive judgments and actual test
performance. Despite having personally experienced both learn-
ing methods for themselves in Experiment 2, learners remained
largely oblivious to the benefits of deliberate erring. Instead,
participants tended to inaccurately predict that the concept-syn-
onym method would be just as effective or even more effective
than the concept-error method, and continued to believe that this
was the case even after their actual test performance revealed
otherwise.

General Discussion

Our findings across two experiments challenge error-avoidant
learning while lending support to the counterintuitive approach of
actively promoting errors by deliberately committing and correct-
ing them. In Experiment 1, deliberate erring produced superior
memory for complex, educationally relevant material, as com-
pared to errorless copying with underlining and elaborative study-
ing with concept mapping. Crucially, deliberate erring did not
merely induce rote learning, but promoted meaningful learning in
enhancing students’ higher-order application of their knowledge to
analyze a novel news event. In view that both copying with under-
lining and concept mapping fell short despite being active or even
generative learning methods in the latter’s case (Fiorella & Mayer,
2016), our data suggest that active learning alone is insufficient to
explain the benefits of deliberate erring.

Moreover, in Experiment 2, deliberate erring reliably outperformed
generating alternative correct answers—a learning technique that
encourages semantic elaboration and greater depth of processing
when learners integrate the to-be-learned material with their prior
knowledge during paraphrasing (e.g., Bretzing & Kulhavy, 1979;
Jansen et al., 2017). That students’ knowledge retention and applica-
tion benefited more from deliberately generating errors than correct
conceptual synonyms—even when the latter induced longer elabora-
tions—suggests that the derring effect is not attributable to generation
or elaboration alone. Instead, the learning advantages accrued are spe-
cific to having first deliberately produced an error, rather than any
other novel (correct) response.

Theoretical Explanations for the Derring Effect

Our data speak against a number of theoretical explanations for
the benefits of deliberate erring. For one, unlike incorrect guessing
(Potts et al., 2019; Potts & Shanks, 2014), the derring effect cannot
be explained by learners’ aroused curiosity to learn the correct

Figure 2
Results of Experiment 2

Note. Panels A and B show the mean application test and recall test
scores, respectively. The maximum possible score for the recall test
was 40. Panel C shows the proportion of information that participants
predicted they would remember on the final test (i.e., their metacogni-
tive judgments of learning [JOLs]). Error bars indicate standard
errors.
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responses, since they already know them. Likewise, neither does
this effect stem from learners’ surprise at having apparently
responded wrongly, in contrast to errors committed with high con-
fidence (Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001). Yet another conjecture is
that generating deliberate errors may create alternative cues or
routes that aid retrieval of the correct responses (e.g., Cyr &
Anderson, 2015; Kornell et al., 2009). However, we found that
generating additional retrieval cues in the form of conceptual syn-
onyms produced poorer learning than deliberate erring (Experi-
ment 2), even though the former arguably paved more appropriate
routes to the correct responses. For instance, whereas the concep-
tual synonym “warm-blooded animals with fur” may reasonably
lead participants to retrieve the semantically related correct
response that bats are “mammals,” it is not immediately obvious
how the conceptual error “birds” may more effectively cue “mam-
mals” instead of introducing interference.
Rather, a viable interpretation is that encoding of the correct

response is enhanced after deliberate erring (Hays et al., 2013;
Potts et al., 2019). This account aligns with reconsolidation theory,
which proposes that existing memory traces enter a labile and mal-
leable state when they are reactivated, during which a transient
window of opportunity opens for them to be modified and recon-
solidated with new learning events (Nader & Hardt, 2009; Nader
et al., 2000; see also Metcalfe, 2017). Likewise, deliberate error
commission may introduce an opportunity for heightened process-
ing of the target response during error correction. For instance, af-
ter having intentionally generated erroneous answers, learners’
attention may be drawn to the target response during correction,
thereby fostering an episodically memorable event that catalyzes
learning (Metcalfe & Huelser, 2020). Conversely, errorless learn-
ing via copying with underlining, concept mapping, or generating
conceptual synonyms may not offer such enrichment because less
distinctive memory traces may be produced when the target
response is preceded by similarly correct information, thus failing
to provide opportunities to reap its subsequent potentiation.
Alternatively, deliberately committing and correcting errors

may strengthen retrieval routes to the correct concepts by inducing
complementary or additional kinds of processing that are not
invited by the study material but that are relevant and useful for
learning it (for a discussion of material-appropriate processing, see
McDaniel & Einstein, 1989). For instance, in the present learning
context, considering what something is not (i.e., generating delib-
erate conceptual errors) may, paradoxically, enhance learning of

the correct concept more than considering what else it is (i.e., gen-
erating conceptual synonyms). In turn, exploring such incorrect
responses during deliberate erring may more effectively cull those
inappropriate responses, thus facilitating future test performance
(Kornell et al., 2009; see also Gartmeier et al., 2008). Examining
these potential mechanisms in future research would illuminate the
theoretical underpinnings of the derring effect.

Metacognitive Illusions of the Derring Effect

Another key finding in our study was that learners were largely
unaware that deliberate erring was helpful for their test perform-
ance. This metacognitive illusion echoes those in other studies on
“naturalistic” errors (e.g., Huelser & Metcalfe, 2012; Potts &
Shanks, 2014; Yang et al., 2017) and is often observed when
learners make their JOLs immediately after study. Indeed, JOLs
tend to be more accurate when they are solicited following a short
delay after study, such that learners’ metamemory monitoring is
improved and their judgments are better calibrated to be more
closely attuned to their actual learning (i.e., the delayed-JOL
effect; Dunlosky & Nelson, 1992; Nelson & Dunlosky, 1991; for a
meta-analytic review, see Rhodes & Tauber, 2011). Thus, it was
particularly surprising that learners’ inaccurate metacognitive
judgments persisted even after they were given the opportunity to
personally experience the effects of both errorful and errorless
learning for their test performance, which in fact provided diag-
nostic information to inform their judgments (Experiment 2). De-
spite benefiting more from deliberate erring, most participants
continued to believe that this strategy was as effective as, if not
actually less so than, errorless learning just moments after com-
pleting the application and recall tests.

One source of learners’ inaccurate metacognitive judgments
may be their intrinsic naïve beliefs about the relative efficacy of
errorful versus errorless learning (Huelser & Metcalfe, 2012). For
instance, learners may assume that generating errors interferes
with their memory for the correct responses on a later test, which
may partially contribute to a bias against believing that errors are
beneficial (Yang et al., 2017; cf. Pan et al., 2020).

Another possibility stems from learners’ reliance on processing flu-
ency—or an “easily learned, easily remembered” heuristic—when
making their metacognitive judgments (Begg et al., 1989; Koriat,
2008; Koriat & Ma’ayan, 2005). Specifically, learners tend to judge
information as being better learned when they experience greater sub-
jective ease of processing during study (e.g., Koriat, 2008; Rawson &

Table 2
Number of Participants Showing Different Patterns of Metacognitive Ratings and Actual Test
Performance (Experiment 2)

Metacognitive ratings vs. actual performance

Performance outcome

Error . synonym Error = synonym Error , synonym

Metacognitive ratings
Pretest predictions (JOLs) 18 7 15
Posttest judgments (effectiveness ratings) 15 10 15

Actual performance
Application test 26 2 12
Recall test 26 3 11

Note. N = 40. JOL = judgment of learning.
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Dunlosky, 2002). Typically, this heuristic results in errorful genera-
tion being mistakenly judged as inferior to errorless learning techni-
ques such as reading (e.g., Huelser & Metcalfe, 2012; Potts &
Shanks, 2014). Presumably, the production of incorrect responses
may induce greater processing disfluency than merely reading correct
answers, such that learners underestimate the efficacy of erring.
Across both experiments, though, learners’ metacognitive predictions
did not significantly differ across the deliberate erring versus errorless
learning conditions. Thus, it is possible that learners experienced sim-
ilar degrees of processing fluency across the various study methods,
particularly when the concept-synonym method was closely matched
against the concept-error method in Experiment 2, such that they
failed to appreciate the actual benefits of deliberate erring for their
test performance.

Educational Implications

The present results offer a new perspective on how errors can
be strategically repositioned in educational contexts through inten-
tional design, while illustrating how greater learning success can
paradoxically be achieved through first seeking out and embracing
failure. One practical implication of this research is that deliber-
ately incorporating errors in learning can be more potent than
avoiding them entirely. Importantly, unlike chance and induced
errors, learners can systematically and independently apply delib-
erate errors even during their self-regulated study to boost both
knowledge retention and higher-order application performance.
For instance, rather than considering only correct responses when
studying to-be-learned material, our data suggest that learners
would gain more from deliberately formulating conceptually plau-
sible but erroneous responses and then correcting them.
One foreseeable challenge, though, lies in our finding that stu-

dents often fail to appreciate that deliberate erring is helpful for
their learning, even after benefiting from this strategy. Such meta-
cognitive illusions are often remarkably difficult to dispel due to,
for instance, erroneous a priori theories and naïve intuitions that
learners hold about what they believe works best for them (Yan et
al., 2016). Lacking metacognitive awareness of the advantages of
errors may contribute to people’s aversion against making them or
being seen making them in school or at work (Frese & Keith,
2015), and lead students to select suboptimal study strategies
(Metcalfe & Finn, 2008; Thiede et al., 2003). For instance, a
recent survey of 1,052 undergraduate students across three large
public universities in North America revealed that although the
vast majority (90%) of students reported sometimes or often
spending time to study or analyze the errors that they made, 81%
of students believed that it was moderately or very important for
them to avoid making errors when learning an academic subject
(Pan et al., 2020). These findings suggest that students are often
disinclined toward deliberately generating errors during learning,
even while they may acknowledge the pedagogical value of errors
and make efforts to learn from them when they do occur. Thus,
overcoming this hurdle of aversion toward error commission is a
vital step toward building a “translational educational science”,
whereby recommendations based on research-informed principles
are translated into action by educational systems (Roediger, 2013).
In particular, some evidence suggests that learners’ metacogni-

tive illusions may be partially dispelled when they are informed
prior to study about the benefit of generating errors (Yang et al.,

2017). Indeed, receiving targeted instruction on applied learning
and memory topics has been found to improve students’ metacog-
nitive judgments and endorsement of learning strategies that are
actually effective for academic success (McCabe, 2011). As such,
one promising pathway forward may be for students to be intro-
duced to the learning advantages of deliberate erring so that they
may make more informed choices on applying this technique dur-
ing their study routines.

Future Directions

To formulate more precise recommendations for educational
practice, validating the derring effect in authentic classrooms and
representative learning contexts presents a meaningful endeavor
for future research. For instance, whereas the learning material in
the present research comprised relatively brief scientific expository
texts, it would be beneficial for future work to replicate the derring
effect using lengthier texts and across other kinds of complex edu-
cational materials, while exploring how the implementation of
deliberate erring can be optimized. Indeed, although the studying
phase in the current experiments spanned 25 min to accommodate
the relatively slower process of longhand writing that all the learn-
ing methods similarly involved, it is plausible that deliberate err-
ing can be more efficiently applied in learners’ study routines
while still preserving its effectiveness.

In addition, whereas the present research has showcased the
benefits of committing and correcting deliberate conceptual errors
for knowledge retention and higher-order application, it will be
important for future work to rigorously assess the extent to which
these benefits persist over longer retention intervals and generalize
across a wider range of error types and criterion tasks. For
instance, besides conceptual errors, procedural errors are relevant
in domains such as software training, motor skill acquisition, and
problem solving. Notably, relative to errorless learning, inducing
inadvertent errors when learners initially attempt and fail to solve
challenging problems has been found to facilitate spontaneous
transfer, whereby learners are more likely to successfully apply
the source solution to solve novel analogous problems that are
structurally similar but with nonidentical surface features (Gick &
McGarry, 1992). By extension, deliberate procedural errors when
developing incorrect solutions may yield learning gains, particu-
larly when these errors are analogous to those that would typically
be generated to the novel target problem at hand, thereby facilitat-
ing noticing or retrieval of the source problem for successful
knowledge application and transfer. Testing the derring effect with
diverse error types will shed light on how deliberate errors can be
effectively implemented in various educational tasks.

Another open question pertains to the extent that the efficacy of
deliberate erring is moderated by student characteristics such as one’s
level of expertise or prior knowledge. For instance, whereas learners
with less domain knowledge have been found to benefit from studying
only correct solutions via worked examples, these appear to be redun-
dant for learners with greater domain knowledge, who benefit more
from studying both incorrect and correct solutions (Große & Renkl,
2007). In view that students in our study benefited from deliberate err-
ing even when they possessed relatively low self-reported prior knowl-
edge of the studied material, the derring effect may well be amplified
for students with high prior knowledge who may, in turn, be better
equipped to relate their existing knowledge to the studied material
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when formulating plausible incorrect responses. At the same time, it is
possible that learners with no prior knowledge may gain less from
deliberate erring particularly when the to-be-learned material is highly
complex, in view that such interactions between the nature of the mate-
rial and learners’ expertise may induce cognitive overload that inter-
feres with learning (Sweller et al., 1998, 2019). Investigating the
generality of the derring effect across student characteristics at different
stages of learning will further illuminate the contexts in which deliber-
ate errors are more (or less) likely to be helpful.

Conclusion

Errors are natural and inevitable events in human life, as with
how chips and cracks on objects convey their history of being
used. Yet, embracing and learning from our errors is often fraught
with challenges in educational contexts, particularly when errors
have traditionally been viewed as aversive events to be avoided or,
at best, serendipitous accidents. If such setbacks can be circum-
vented, however, the comeback may be compelling. In reconsider-
ing current approaches to errors, we have demonstrated that
deliberate erring, a novel and counterintuitive strategy, effectively
promotes errors as intentional events to enhance meaningful learn-
ing. In kintsugi, the beauty of an artifact lies precisely in its being
broken—likewise, in rejecting deliberately embracing imperfec-
tion, learning may ultimately be perfected.
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